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Abstract
Subjectivity is usually evaluated using qualitative research methods. However,
Q-methodology offers a different set of techniques for measuring and evaluating subjective viewpoints. Q-methodology is a combination of qualitative
and quantitative research techniques that is used to identify unique as well as
common viewpoints. The quantitative component of Q-methodology is based
on factor analysis and factor rotation. A common approach of analysis in
Q-methodology is the use of a centroid factor extraction followed by a manual
rotation. Some advocates of manual rotation technique claim that manual rotation is based on the abductive reasoning principle. This article shows that
manual rotation and abductive reasoning are two different approaches serving
different purposes. Abductive reasoning is a method of hypothesis generation
while manual rotation is a method of hypothesis testing. Manual rotation does
not conform to abductive reasoning principle if there is no pre-specified
theory or hypothesis and consecutive manual rotation of factors toward a satisfactory solution is not the same as rotating factors based on adductive reasoning principle.
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1. Introduction
Subjectivity is a complex phenomenon based on individual personal impressions, feelings, and opinions rather than external facts [1]. Its importance is that
it represents human perception. Subjectivity is usually evaluated using qualitative research methods. However, Q-methodology offers a different set of techniques for measuring and evaluating subjective viewpoints. It was introduced by
William Stephenson [2] [3] and is a valuable tool in exploring human perceptions and interpersonal relationships [4]. In this methodology a combination of
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qualitative and quantitative (statistical) methods are used to uncover different
patterns of thought among a group of people rather to identify their numerical
distribution. The primary objective of Q-methodology is to identify a typology,
not to test the typology’s proportional distribution within the larger population
[1] [5].
The quantitative component in Q-methodology is based on factor analysis
and factor rotation. A common approach of analysis which was adopted by William Stevenson [2] [3] is centroid factor extraction followed by a manual rotation. Although manual rotation is an appropriate choice when there is some
predetermined hypothesis or theory, it is not a scientifically sound option when
there is no pre-specified hypothesis. In this case, by using a manual rotation the
researcher is simply examining the data space for a self-perceived satisfactory
solution. Since finding such solution is quite subjective and differs between different researchers, there will be no reliability in the findings. The other approach
is using one of the statistical rotation techniques such as varimax, quartimax, etc.
There are two schools of thought on whether the factor rotation in Q-methodology should be conducted objectively (using some statistical approach) or
subjectively based on manual rotation. In addition, some proponents of manual
rotation frequently claim that manual rotation is based on the abductive reason-

ing approach. The objective of this article is twofold; 1) to critically review the
merits of manual rotation and where it might be appropriate, 2) to examine the
association between manual rotation and abductive reasoning.
In the following sections we briefly explain the concepts of manual rotation
and abductive reasoning. We also present a critical review on the association
between these two concepts.

2. Manual Rotation
Usually, in the original set of extracted factors, most variables load highly on the
first factor and the factors are typically not meaningful or easily interpretable.
Factor rotation, as originally explained by Thurstone [6], is a process in which
the original factors are rotated about their origin for a simple structure and more
interpretability. Tabachnick and Fidell [7] listed ten methods of factor rotation,
of which five methods (varimax, quartimax, equamax, promax, and direct oblimin) are implemented in the statistical program of SPSS. The first three are orthogonal and the last two are oblique. On the other hand, manual rotation technique, also known as theoretical rotation, judgmental rotation, or hand rotation,
is an orthogonal rotation method that allows researchers to manually rotate the
factors on any direction and at any size around the origin. Manual rotation is
available only in Q-programs such as PQ Method [8] and PCQ [9]. Although it
seems to be an appropriate tool for using with some pre-determined theoretical
context, it is used frequently without any pre-defined theory; i.e. the factors are
manually rotated until some convincing solution is found which leads to a
non-theory based and subjective data-driven solution. This practice is highly
subjective because it depends on who is conducting the analysis and whether the
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researcher finds the findings interesting and satisfying. Obviously, based on this
practice there will be no reliability in the findings and the results will hardly be
reproducible which is in contrast with the principle of scientific query that study
findings are required to be reproducible [10]. Stephenson [11] who pioneered
use of manual rotation in Q-methodology suggested that for using this technique
a researcher should either have a theory, hypothesis, or guess in mind for the
factors’ positions in the data space. Then, factors are manually rotated to confirm or reject the theory or hypothesis. On the other hand, the common practice
in Q-methodology is manually rotating the original factors and evaluating the
results until some convincing results are found. The proponents of this practice
might claim that it is an exploratory tool that provides the freedom of discovering new factors in the dataset, but they are simply overlooking the exploratory
power of mathematical factor rotation techniques (e.g. varimax, quartimax,
promax, etc.). The truth of the matter is that all mathematical factor rotations
are exploratory and can discover the clusters of similar Q-sorts, i.e. factors, better than any trial and error approach, particularly if there are more than three
factors available in the dataset. It is because in manual rotation at each time only
two factors can be manually rotated and the data analyst can easily lose sight of
other factors that are not being rotated. In addition, position of any Q-sort on
any two previously rotated factors will be changed if any of these factors is being
re-rotated in conjunction with some other factor.

3. Abductive Reasoning
According to Shank [12], historical empirical research aimed to uncover truth by
deriving new truths from existing truths based on either observations (e.g., grass
is green) or facts that were logically self-evident (e.g., two objects cannot occupy
the same space at the same time). The need for a systematic way to discover truths
led researchers to adopt deductive reasoning which was built based on Aristotle’s
syllogism. This allowed researchers to apply one truth to another in order to derive a conclusion which by nature was also true (e.g., if A = B and B = C, then A =
C). Deductive reasoning remained the predominant way of conducting empirical
research until the seventeenth century when it was replaced by inductive rea-

soning by Francis Bacon [12]. Whereas deductive inference allowed specific empirical truths to be derived from general truths, inductive reasoning allowed empirical generalizations to be made from the analysis of specific truths [13].
Inductive reasoning attracted criticism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; Karl Popper [14] [15] argued that it is impossible to prove scientific theories
as true through inductive reasoning since no amount of evidence guarantees the
absence of contrary evidence. He suggested that science can only be accomplished through hypothetico-deductive reasoning. Through this approach, researchers formulated hypothesis based on a collection of facts and tested them
with attempts to falsify them [16]. According to Haig [17], hypothetico-deductive
reasoning is a restrictive account of method which does not address how theories or hypotheses are created prior to being tested. He argues that the hypothe200
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tico-deductive method is confirmation ally lax, meaning that any positive confirming instance of a hypothesis based on this method “can confirm any hypothesis that is conjoined with the test hypothesis, however plausible, or implausible, that conjunct might be” [p. 372].
Abductive reasoning was introduced by the philosopher C. S. Peirce in the 19th
and 20th centuries. It involves reasoning from the phenomena to the theoretical
explanation or hypothesis [17]. The difference between abductive reasoning and
other forms of reasoning can be explained using the premise (e.g. kidney disease)
and the consequence (e.g. increase in creatinine level). Since the premise in deductive reasoning guarantees the consequence as true, a deductivist would argue that:
Patients with kidney disease have increased creatinine levels.
Ken has kidney disease.
Therefore, Ken has increased creatinine level.
In inductive reasoning, the premise provides reasons that are good enough to
show that the consequence is probably true. Hence, an inductivist would argue
that:
Ken has kidney disease.
Ken has increased creatinine level.
Therefore, patients with kidney disease have increased creatinine levels.
In hypothetico-deductive reasoning, while the premise suggests the consequence, the premise must be tested to determine if, in fact, it provides sufficient
reasons to show that the consequence is true. Therefore, a hypothetico-deductivist
would argue that:
Ken has increased creatinine level.
Patients with kidney disease have increased creatinine levels.
Therefore, Ken has kidney disease.
In abductive reasoning, however, the premise does not guarantee the consequence, i.e., the relationship between premise and consequence is hypothetical
and could be true or false. Thus, an abductivist would argue that:
Patients with kidney disease have increased creatinine levels.
Ken has increased creatinine level.
Therefore, Ken has kidney disease.
These examples aim to demonstrate that hypotheses or theories are generated
through abductive reasoning. Therefore, abductive reasoning approach is used
for theory or hypothesis generation. Such hypothesis then will be tested through
hypothetico-deductive reasoning. This allows for the formation of generalizations (i.e., inductive inference).

4. Relation between Manual Rotation and Abductive
Reasoning
Before discussing the relation between manual rotation and abductive reasoning
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one point needs to be explained. One common problem in mainstream literature
of Q-methodology is the mix-up between centroid factor extraction, manual rotation, and factor indeterminacy [18]. In a nutshell, centroid factor extraction
and manual rotation are used interchangeably while they are two different techniques and serve different purposes. Factor indeterminacy is a concept that although loosely defined in Q-methodology, is used as the main reason for using
both centroid factor extraction and manual rotation [18].
The issue of connection between abductive reasoning and Q-methodology
originated from William Stephenson [11] and advocated by some Q-methodologists including Brown & Robyn [19]. To justify such connection Stephenson [11]
criticized an example by Cattell on the study of temperament [20] where Stephenson claims that Cattell spent six years searching for a simple factor structure. Stephenson argued that his solution based on manual rotation could take
only “a few hours along abductory lines”. He concluded that “thus, the infinite
number of solutions by centroid method [meaning manual rotation] corresponds
to the unlimited horizon of abductory methodology” (p. 10). Indeed, what Stephenson was suggesting is that manual rotation provides the researcher the ability
to rotate the factors to a position suggested by a specific theory. His main point
was that a researcher first needs to have a theory-based position before rotating
the factors to that position. His suggestion does not support consecutive use of
manual rotation for finding some convincing results. He noted that [p. 13]:
“…the indeterminacy of the centroid solution in factor analysis makes
possible the discovery of factors, …, that is, not as afterthoughts or as a
posteriori reasoning, but as abductor-because without the broad abduction
or law one wouldn’t have known what to look for in the first place”.
The main argument in the abovementioned article by Stephenson is that if we
have some pre-specified theory, hypothesis, or hunches about a data space of
Q-sorts, then we can use manual rotation to examine such theory. In such a scenario, the pre-specified conjecture may or may not be derived abductively but it
will be tested using hypothetico-deductive approach. This shows that while manual rotation can be used as a tool to investigate the compatibility of the data
with the theory (i.e., using hypothetico-deductive reasoning), there is no other
connection between manual rotation and theory generation (i.e., abductive reasoning). Based on this understanding, there is no warranty for findings from a
manual rotation to be abductively derived. Not only is this notion contrary to
the previously held belief which links manual rotation to abductive reasoning, it
has also never been challenged in the Q-methodology literature. Furthermore, it
is difficult to claim that the same conclusion can be derived from both manual
rotation and abductive reasoning. This is because abductive reasoning is concerned with hypothesis generation while manual rotation aims to evaluate or test
a hypothesis.

5. Discussion
A common approach of analysis in Q-methodology consists of using a centroid
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factor extraction followed by the manual rotation. In this approach, after factor
extraction the researcher inspects the Q-sorts data space in a two-dimensional
plane, makes a hypothesis for the position of factors, and manually rotate the
factors to that position. This step ends when all the factors are manually rotated.
Next, he conducts a Q-analysis of the Q-sorts and examines the distinguishing
statements for each factor. If the results do not support the hypothesis, the
process is restarted by looking into some other data points and making new hypotheses. This process ends when the researcher is satisfied with the results. This
process at the best resembles a hypothetico-deductive approach which is far
from an abductory approach that tries to best explain the finding from a mathematical rotation given the available information.
This article shows that manual rotation and abductive reasoning are two different approaches serving two different purposes. Once a pre-specified theory or
guess has been generated (whether abductory or not), it can be examined using
the manual rotation technique to confirm or reject it. While manual rotation
uses hypothetico-deductive reasoning to derive conclusions, they may or may
not be consistent with conclusions based on abductive reasoning principle. In
conclusion, although manual rotation can be used to examine abductory generated hypothesis, abductive reasoning as a method of hypothesis generation is
different from manual rotation and it does not justify the use of manual rotation
for consecutive testing of the data space when there is no pre-specified hypothesis.
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